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Abstract 

        In image forensics, detection of image forgeries 

involving non-linear manipulations have received a 

great deal of interest in recent past. Median filtering 

(MF) is one such non-linear manipulation technique 

which is quite often used in number of applications 

such as to hide impulse noises. However, an SRAM-

based FPGA implementation of this filter is then 

susceptible to configuration memory bit flips induced 

by single event upsets (SEUs), so a protection technique 

is needed for critical applications in which the proper 

filter operation must be ensured. A classification for 

their description is introduced. To generate a test 

algorithm for detection of all the considered faults, it 

was shown that it is not an easy problem. For this 

purpose, a new structure-oriented march algorithm   

method is developed. a fault-tolerant implementation of 

the median filter is presented and studied in depth. Our 

protection technique checks if the median output is 

within a dynamic range created with the remaining 

non-median outputs. An output error signal is activated 

if a corrupted image pixel is detected, then, a partial or 

complete reconfiguration can be performed to remove 

the configuration memory error. Our proposed system 

has been coded in HDL and simulated using Xilinx 12.1 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 

         Noise is any undesired information that 

contaminates an image. Noise [10] appears in an image 

from a variety of sources. The Salt and Pepper type 

noise is typically caused by malfunctioning of the pixel 

elements in the camera sensors, faulty memory 

locations, or timing errors in the digitization process. 

For the images corrupted by Salt and Pepper noise [10], 

the noisy pixels can take only the maximum and the 

minimum values in the dynamic range.To recover the 

image from its noise there exits many filtering 

techniques which are application oriented. Some 

filtering techniques have better performance than the 

others according to noise category.  

The working procedure of the existing mean filtering 

technique is very simple. For the existing mean  

 
 

Filtering technique [3, 10] one pixel is taken at a time 

and a sub window is considered around that pixel. Then 

mean is calculated using the pixel values of that sub 

window. Then the considered pixel is replaced with that 

mean. In this way, all the mean filtering techniques 

work.  
 

    Therefore the median filter is a nonlinear image 

processing technique used to remove impulsive noise 

from images. This spatial filtering operation applies a 

two-dimensional (2D) window mask to an image region 

and replaces its original center pixel value with the 

median value of the pixels contained within the 

window. The window is then moved to the next image 

region and the cycle is repeated until the entire image is 

processed. 

As a result, the ideal filtered image would 

have no impulsive noise and perfectly sharp edges. 

These are intrinsic properties of the median filter that 

cannot be achieved by traditional linear filtering 

techniques without resorting to time-consuming data 

manipulations. However, the median filter is not an 

ideal filtering operator, and edge preservation worsens 

as the total percentage of impulsive noise increases. 

 
Fig. Median substitution process 
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Fig. illustrates the described median substitution 

process with a 3x3 pixels square window. It should be 

noted that the analyzed ―dead pixel‖ is removed from 

the original image. In order to process every image 

pixel, the 3x3 square window should be moved through 

the image. However, in FPGAs, this can also be 

achieved using a nine-pixel stream that sequentially 

passes through the median filter. Each group of nine 

pixels can be sorted using a structure composed of two-

input exchange nodes as the one. The exchange node in 

Fig performs a two-input sorting using an 8-bit 

comparator and two 2:1 multiplexers. The two inputs 

are internally compared and the higher (H) and lower 

(L) values are obtained. 
 

II. MEDIAN SORTING TECHNICHES 

Configuration memory errors in SRAM-based 

FPGAs modify the design functionalities permanently 

until the original Bit stream is reloaded. A redundant 

scheme can identify and mitigate user register errors. 

However, in order to remove these configuration errors, 

it is more practical to detect and then reconfigure 

partially or completely the faulty design. For this 

reason, the proposed fault-tolerant technique activates 

an output error signal if a corrupted image pixel is 

detected. Then, a partial or complete reconfiguration 

can be performed to remove the permanent error.  
 

 
Fig. median sorting technique 

Fig. illustrates the median sorting technique. Grey-

shadedblocks are added to the original Fig. 6 scheme in 

orderto create a range with the non-median outputs. The 

rangeis dynamically determined for each nine pixel 

group usingidentical exchange nodes to the one shown 

in Fig. Theupper range (H3 low output) is calculated as 

the lower valuefrom the four higher input values, and 

the lower range (L3high output) is obtained using the 

higher value from the fourlower input pixel values. 

Once the range is calculated, two8-bit comparators 

check if the median output value is within the range, 

and set their output signals to 0 if the condition is 

satisfied or 1 otherwise. 

The median filter is a pure combinational 

circuit, so SEUs in the SRAM-based FPGA 

configuration memory can modify the internal routing, 

changing the behaviour of the median sorting network. 

This may cause a bad median calculation or a non-

median input value modification (i.e. the median value 

is correctly calculated but other inputs are corrupted 

during the sortening process). Both errors can be 

detected by the proposed technique if the median value 

is out of range, or the calculation of the range itself 

creates a never-satisfied range condition. 
 

III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM 

     In this paper, Fault-tolerant implementation of the 

median filter has been implemented using proposed 

march test. Our protection technique checks if the 

median output is within a dynamic range created with 

the remaining non-median outputs.  

        An output error signal is activated if a corrupted 

image pixel is detected, then, a partial or complete 

reconfiguration can be performed to remove the 

configuration memory error. 

 
Fig. proposed block  diagram 

A. Proposed March test algorithm 

         The Proposed March test algorithm M is a test 

algorithm with a finite number of March elements M = 

M1; M2; . . . ; Mk , where each March element Mi 

consists of an addressing order Ai and a finite number 

of Read/Write operations 

 

 
 

Single-cell FPs 

are described by <S/F/R>and two-cell (coupling) FPs 

are described by <Sa; Sv/F/R>. In notations of FPs, S, 

Sa, and Sv are the sequences of operations required for 

fault sensitization(S is applied to the faulty cell, Sa—to 

the aggressor cell, and 

Sv—to the victim cell), F∈{0, 1} is the observed 

memory behavior that deviates from the expected one. 

R ∈{0, 1, -}is the result of a Read operation applied to 

the faulty cell, in case if the last operation of S is a 

Read operation.―- ‖is used when the last operation of S 

is not a Read operation. Note that if Sa is a sequence of 

operations then Svshould be a state; if Sa is a state then 

Sv can be a state or a sequence of operations. For 

example, if a cell has the fault <0W0/1/->,it means that 

if it contains value 0, then applying operationW0 on it 

will flip the cell value from 0 to 1. Or if two 
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cellscontain the fault <1; 0W1R1/0/1>, it means the 

following: 

if the aggressor cell has value 1, the victim cell has 

value 0then applying two sequential operations {W1, 

R1} will fail. Though the read operation will return the 

correct value 1, the victim cell value will remain 0A 

FFM is defined as a nonempty set of FPs. The 

difference between static and dynamic faults is 

determined by the number of operations required in S, 

Sa, or Sv. Static faults are the faults sensitized by 

performing at most one operation. Dynamic faults are 

the faults that are sensitized by performing more than 

one operation. 

 

We consider all unlinked static faults and all dynamic 

two operation single-cell faults, as well as the subclass 

of two operation two-cell unlinked dynamic faults 

where both of the sensitizing operations are applied 

either to the aggressor cell or to the victim cell 

 

LF definition: Let FP1 = <S1/F1/R1>and FP2 

=<S2/F2/R2>be any static or dynamic fault primitives. 

If FP1and FP2 share the same victim cell, then it is said 

that there is a linked fault (denoted as FP1→FP2) if the 

following three conditions are satisfied. 

1) C1: read operations of FP1 and FP2 do not detect a 

fault. 

2) C2: FP2 masks FP1, i.e., F2 = ∼F1. 

3) C3: FP2 is compatible with FP1, which means that 

ifS2 is applied immediately after S1, then the final state 

of the aggressor or the victim cell after performing S1 

should be the same as the initial state required by S2. 

 

In the LFs are divided into five groups as 

1) LF1: combination of two single-cell unlinked faults. 

Both faults have the same faulty (victim) cell. 

2) LF2av: combination of one two-cell FP1 and one 

singlecellFP2 unlinked faults, where FP1 is sensitized 

first. 

The victim cell of FP1 coincides with the faulty cell 

ofFP2. 

3) LF2va: combination of one single-cell FP1 and one 

twocellFP2 unlinked faults, where FP1 is sensitized 

first. The faulty cell of FP1 coincides with the victim 

cell of 

FP2. 

4) LF2aa: combination of two two-cell unlinked faults 

FP1and FP2. FP1 and FP2 have the same aggressor, as 

well as the same victim cells. 

5) LF3: combination of two two-cell unlinked faults 

FP1and FP2. FP1 and FP2 have the same victim cells, 

but different aggressor cells. 

  

   The structure-oriented method based on searching of 

symmetric March test algorithms, where the same 

March element is usually repeated with opposite 

addressing orders or with opposite background patterns. 

For example, in March C-: {M0: (W0); M1: ⇑(R0, 

W1); M2:⇑(R1, W0); M3: ⇓(R0, W1); M4: ⇓(R1, W0); 

M5: (R0)},March elements M1 and M3 have the same 

sequence of operations (with the same background 

patterns) but opposite addressing orders, while March 

elements M1 and M2 have the same addressing order, 

the same sequence of operations but opposite 

background patterns. 

 

The proposed schemes achieves a low-power, high-

throughput, and modular hardware design of partial 

sorting network. By applying a pointer-like design, the 

comparing modules move the indexes of samples 

instead of moving the input data directly. Power 

dissipation is reduced by minimizing switching 

activities and signal transitions. To prevent unnecessary 

comparing of the large data set, an iterative architecture 

is proposed which uses both the low-power sorting 

module and a novel clipping mechanism. 
 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
 

      The proposed circuit are simulated and synthesized 

by using modelsim and xilinx12.1 which occurs low 

area than the existing. The experimental results are 

given in Table 1 and the simulation results of layout 

and the waveforms are shown in the fig.4 and fig.5. 

Then the RTL schematic of the proposed are shown in 

fig.5. 

s.no Parameter Existing proposed 

1 Slice 213 189 

2 Lut 392 348 

 

V. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 

 The Figure given below is shown that there is 

a considerable reduction based on no of transistors and 

the performance chart has been shown below in fig.7 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 
 

     Digital image sensors are widely used in space 

applications, so space radiation can affect the sensor or 

the image processing system itself. The proposed 
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technique checks if the median output value is within a 

dynamic range created each time with the remaining 

non-median outputs. An efficient test algorithm March 

is proposed for detection of the considered faults. A 

new structure-oriented method for generation of 

efficient symmetric March test algorithms detecting 

different combinations (links) of static and dynamic 

faults is described in dead pixels. A Pixel-level results 

show that images with homogeneous pixel-value 

regions are less susceptible to be corrupted when 

processed by a configuration memory damaged median 

filter. More homogeneous pixel-value regions imply 

more median filter inputs with equal values, so the 

probability that a median filter malfunction alters the 

median value is decreased. 
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